THE JOURNEY
By Wendy Rule
I’d like to share with you the long, sometimes arduous, but endlessly rewarding journey
that the creation of Persephone has led me on. I’ll begin with the ‘why?’ of this epic
project; what compelled me to take on such a huge creative commitment - by far my
biggest and most ambitious project to date? And then I’ll share with you the story of how
Persephone came together, and all the many wonderful, talented, and generous hearted
people who helped me to actualise my vision.
I’ve always had an interest in the Underworld and the myths that explore it. You can see
this theme weaving through all of my albums, way back to Zero (1996) with songs like
‘Sirens’ and ’Prometheus’ , on Deity with ‘Night Sea Journey’, on The Lotus Eaters with
‘Hecate’ and ‘Circe’, on The Wolf Sky with ‘Oblivion’ on Guided by Venus with ‘Your Soul
is a Lantern in the Dark’, - and both World Between Worlds and Black Snake are
entirely dedicated to the sacred Underworld Journey. Back in 1999 I produced a theatre
show called ‘An Underworld Journey’ that explored the Sumerian myth of the Goddess
Inanna’s descent into the Underworld. So clearly, this theme of ‘Death and Rebirth’
holds a deep fascination for me and has had a huge influence on my music. Maybe it’s
because I’m born under the sign of Scorpio, on October 31st - the date that Northern
Hemisphere honours the dead during the ancient sacred festival of Samhain?
But the myth of Persephone and Demeter always held a particularly personal resonance
for me. I’ve known it since I was a teenager, falling into the Underworld in cycles of
depression that led me to identify with the Goddess Persephone and her plight. I
remember wishing that my mother was more like Demeter - doing her all to rescue me
from the Darkness. It wasn’t until many years later - until I’d had a kid of my own - that I
realised she, too, was a Persephone, and needed rescuing just as much as I did. That’s
when I wrote her the song ‘Oh How I Dreamed’ on my Deity album. That’s when our
healing journey of Love and acceptance began.

MY VISION
For many years I have held a vision of honouring the myth of Persephone by creating a
work entirely dedicated to this complex story of cyclic descent and rebirth. So relevant in
our modern times, this ancient myth offers healing and wisdom for those of us who have
found ourselves in the emotional ‘Underworld’ of depression, and for all who share in
the human experience of loss and grief. It’s a truly beautiful and many layered story, a
gift of wisdom from the Ancients.
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VERSION ONE: 2008
Back in about 2006, I shared this vision with my dear friend and fellow musician Elissa
Goodrich and we decided that together we would create a musical / theatrical
production of ‘Persephone’. For well over a year we would meet each week, in a cafe or
at her home, working and reworking the themes of this myth. We fleshed out the
characters, studied and learnt together, shared resources, refined the themes. After a
while I felt ready to write the songs for the project, which I then brought back to Elissa
so that we could arrange them together. Finally, in 2008, we had a enough material that
we could do what’s known in the theatre world as a ‘showing’ - a single night public
performance of a sketch of the work in progress. We hoped that a recording of the
performance would help us to generate funding to create the full blown professional
production. The long and the short of it was that it didn’t! We applied for dozens of
grants, but despite the enthusiasm and positive support from my fans, the funding
bodies just didn’t seem able to enter into our vision. I mean, it’s pretty challenging
themes that we were presenting!
Here’s a youtube clip of some of the performance.

PERFORMANCE OF EARLY VERSION OF PERSEPHONE - 2008
And here’s a copy of the program from the showing:
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After another year or so of grant applications and re-writing, I felt disheartened and
burnt out with the theatre project, and decided that I both needed a break, and needed
to rethink our approach to the whole Persephone thing. It was not long after that, around
2010 or so, that I decided that the best approach was to simplify the vision and focus
just on the music. I loved the idea of the theatre show - and still do! - But I figured that
the best way forward was to start by making an album of exquisite music that presented
the narrative of the myth. I began re-writing.
I began by taking out a very sharp editing sword and cutting more than half of that
original material. Of the 24 tracks on ‘Persephone’, just five of them (Flowers, Hollow, All
As It Must Be, Before And After Life, The Ascent) were from the 2008 version.
Everything else was rewritten or created from scratch, informed by all the time and
energy that Elissa and I had invested in the early version.
IN BETWEEN TIMES
For a couple of years the project went on the back-burner while I wrote and recorded
Guided by Venus (2010), got married (2011), moved out of my Melbourne home of 16
years, and travelled the world with Timothy while we waited for my Greencard to get
processed. It was really tricky trying to pin down time to continue work with Elissa -
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different countries, busy lives. Everything felt stalled and frustrating, and I found myself
turning inward. Things got a little dark for a while there! That’s when I created Black
Snake, and did some very big, deep, soul healing. But once that was released, I knew
deep in my heart that Persephone had to be my next album. This wasn’t just about my
creative journey. This was about my spiritual and emotional path.
A NEW BEGINNING
After the release of Black Snake (although officially released in 2014, it was really
finished by the end of 2013) I began work in earnest on Persephone. Draft after draft
after draft . But the really big shift came when I decided to honour this myth, and my
retelling of it, by visiting Greece and paying my respects to the Goddesses at their
various temples. And wow! What a massive impact that first journey in 2014 had on me.
I fell in love with the country, with the light, the land, the language, the people. I became
(and still am) a diligent student of Modern Greek. I decided that Hecate’s parts should
be sung in this language - creating a bridge between the ancient and modern worlds,
and honouring the myth’s birthplace.
Over the next few years I visited the ancient site of Eleusis, where Demeter searched
for her daughter, and where a cave is said to lead to the Underworld. I sang to Demeter
at the site of one of her ancient festivals in Athens. I offered a Pomegranate at the
Demeter temple on the island of Naxos. And of course it all became clear; how could I
possibly have created Persephone without knowing the land, without worshipping at the
temples of the Goddesses?

My offering at the Temple of Demeter on the island of Naxos
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And here are a few pics that I took on my first visit to Eleusis. So moving to be at actual
location where the myth, and the rituals, took place. These signs make that clear.

Sing at the place where Demeter sat and grieved
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The Gateway to the Underworld (Plutonion), Eleusis

And here’s a little video I made of me singing along with the cicada’s on the Hill of the
Pnyx in Athens, where an ancient annual ritual in honor of Demeter took place.
SINGING TO DEMETER IN ATHENS
One very special afternoon in 2015, our schedules allowed Elissa and I to meet up for
an hour in Athens and share a coffee while gazing at the brilliance of the Acropolis. We
knew it was for real then - Persephone was up and happening, taking on a life of its
own. We were excited! I expanded the script, wrote many more songs, and continued to
refine those that were written. And once or twice a year, whenever we could manage a
rehearsal or a coffee, Elissa continued to offer her wisdom and guidance in refining the
script.
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WORKSHOPS
As part of my development process, I also began running ‘Persephone’ workshops
during my tours in the USA, Australia, UK and Europe. Over a three hour period I’d
guide the participants on a ritual journey through the myth, utilising the songs that I’d
written. Inevitably, during each workshop, I’d discover a detail I’d overlooked, or a better
way of honouring a part of the myth, or receive a particularly helpful insight from one of
the participants. I must have offered the ritual/ workshop about 20 times over the past
couple of years! It really helped me to stay connected with the myth.

2017: RECORDING BEGINS
In early 2017 my husband Timothy set up a recording studio in the basement of our
home in Santa Fe, New Mexico, which we called ‘Disclaimer Studios’, because we
literally had to sign a disclaimer with our landlord to get access to the space, with its
steep stairs! After another round of rehearsals with Elissa in Melbourne, I returned home
and, utilising Tim’s engineering skills, we spent the Summer creating guitar and vocals
‘beds’ for each of the tracks - almost like stretching a canvas for the other musicians to
paint upon. I also laid down guide vocals for the Chorus parts, which would be replaces
by the other singers in time. Tim added his creation of Underworld soundscapes for a
number of the songs, and the album began to take shape. I realised around this time
that there was no way we could fit all this music on a single CD!
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In October 2017 we brought all these tracks to Toyland Recording Studios in Melbourne,
where Adam Calaitzis imported them into his system (a relief to know that we’d done ok
with our home recordings!) and, after a solid two weeks of rehearsal with Elissa, she
came to Toyland and laid down her Vibraphone, Marimba and Percussion parts. It was
an epic and valiant effort on her part. She recorded multiple layers for many, many
songs - long hours, hard work. But the results were well worth it. I also recorded more of
my guitar and vocals, replacing some of the guide tracks. And as luck would have it, our
friend Talie Helene happened to be visiting Toyland one day, and kindly added her
vocals to some of the Chorus parts.

Elissa Goodrich

Tim and I then took this mammoth body of music home, and spent three months of our
winter sorting through tracks, editing, choosing our favourite takes etc. Tim began
mixing and refining the songs, and we also began focusing on the Chorus . Our dear
friend Cyoakha Grace came to visit us from Portugal. Knowing she was a fine singer, of
course we asked if she’d add her Magic, and she spent a good deal of her holiday
recording in our very cold basement! We also enlisted our friend Mauro Woody, who
lives in Albuquerque, an hour South of us, to spend a couple of afternoons recording.
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The chorus really began to take form when our friend Callie Gallati, from Athens
Greece, sent us the parts that she had recorded there. With a classically trained voice,
rich and full, and in a similar range to my own, I’d asked Callie to replace many of the
guide vocals that I’d recorded. The results were incredibly beautiful. Not only did she rerecord my parts, but she added harmonies and embellishments of her own. I was
thrilled.
We mixed Callie’s voice in with Cyoakha’s, Talie’s and Mauro’s and the result was
lovely, but I still felt that I needed a particularly pure and high voice to complete the
Chorus. That’s when I contacted my friend Melody Moon in Melbourne. She recorded
many of her parts in the studio that she’s created in her travelling Gyspy wagon of a van
- down by the ocean. What a lovely energy to bring to the album! I returned to
Melbourne once again in May 2018, and Melody came into Toyland and recorded the
rest of her beautifully angelic vocals.
And the extra special thing for me about that block of recording in May was the addition
of my dear and loyal friend Rachel Samuel’s cello. She became another voice of
Demeter, playing only on Demeter’s tracks, adding depth and beauty and so much
emotion. Then Adam and I spent a couple of weeks in Toyland Studio mixing the album.
I returned home to Santa Fe, and over the past few months I’ve been listening closely to
the mixes, sending back requests and adjustment to Adam, and now I return to
Melbourne next week for the final stage of the Audio, the mastering.
Phew, what a journey!
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